All IP (voice) working group
24th September 2019
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Today’s Agenda
• Welcome and Introductions
• Introductions
• Ofcom update
• Virgin Media test facilities
• BSG
• BT update
• NICC update
• OTA2 update
• Openreach update
• Members’ updates: including any updates on CPs’ roll-out plans

• AOB
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Ofcom update
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Engagement with communication providers

Understanding and monitoring CPs' “PSTN replacement” service propositions and how they propose to
migrate customers:
-- plans for migration and their progress
- protections they are putting in place for vulnerable consumers
Dialogue also focussed on the key policy principle we outlined at the start of this programme, namely that
consumers should suffer no significant degradation to the voice service functionality they receive. We are
seeking evidence that voice call quality and prioritisation for 999 calls are effectively maintained.

Critical National Infrastructure (CNI) impacts
Drawing attention of public sector (UK, Nations & local govt); regulators, key stakeholder bodies, and CPs
to potential impact on CNI uses of ‘downstream services’ reliant on PSTN. To date, highest risk use cases
identified in water and energy industries (remote telemetry and monitoring), and retail (payment
terminals). Impact on defence and emergency services is currently uncertain but we are engaging with
the relevant stakeholders and, given critically of sectors, could be high. Other known downstream
services impacts included in slide 5.
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Downstream services impacts – Ofcom awareness*
Sector
Health &
Social Care
Local
government

Water

Stakeholders /
customers
Health trusts
Device
manufacturers
Local authorities

Water companies

Energy

Energy companies

Civil Nuclear

Energy providers

Potentially affected applications

Sector

Stakeholders /
customers
Airports/aerodromes

Telecare devices

Transport:
Aviation

Telecare (health)
Lifts and alarms
Security
Telemetry
Applications in schools and social housing
Traffic lights
Telemetry
Remote monitoring
Flood warning systems
Telemetry
Remote monitoring
Alarms and security
Nuclear power stations

Transport:
Maritime

Ports
Lighthouses

Emergency
services

Emergency service
branches

Finance and
retail

Financial service
providers
Retailers

Food
Defence
Transport:
Road & Rail

*

Armed services
customers
Train and highway
operating companies

Monitoring and control systems
Resilience systems
Transport management/monitoring and control
systems e.g. traffic lights
Highway services e.g. emergency roadside phones
Ticket machines, ticket barriers
Rail networks e.g. emergency/crossing phones
Heritage railways signalling

This list is not exhaustive – there may be other applications within sectors.

Broadcasting

TBC

Potentially affected applications
Control/safety systems at airports/aerodromes
Systems for monitoring/recording/remote navigation etc
Systems used by airport emergency services
Lighthouses
Maritime safety systems
Applications for network monitoring and control (e.g.
navigation purposes and locks within ports)
Embedded phones in walls, prison services
Custodial tagging
Payment systems including: ATMs, retail card payment
terminals, electronic point of sale systems, electricity topups, mobile phone top-ups
BACS
PayPoint services
ISDN2
Agriculture
Fish farms
ISDN2

General supporting services (cross-sector)
Monitoring and control systems
Communications systems
Fax machines
Fire and security & emergency alarms
Communications systems and alarms in lifts

Modems and other products connected to
telephone lines or relying on line power
Telemetry
Payphones
Text phones
ISDN2
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Virgin Media Test ing Facilities
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Virgin Media - IP Voice Test Lab
• The Virgin Media IP Voice Test Lab is now open.
• It is conveniently located at Winnersh Triangle, near to Reading, and is just off the M4 by car a short
walk [0.5km] from Winnersh Triangle rail station.
• Bookings can be made by emailing : IPVoice@virginmedia.co.uk

Building 300, Wharfedale Road
Winnersh Triangle
Wokingham
RG41 5TZ
7
Virgin Media | Public

Broadband Stakeholder Group
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ALL-IP
• Since the last Ofcom meeting the BSG held an All-IP
meeting in June.
• The French Telecoms Federation presented their
experience and shared best practice.
• Focused on information sharing for consumers and small
businesses.
• BSG is undertaking a similar role, i.e. to facilitate and
coordinate the provision of consumer information for
Fibre and new Openreach services.

9

ALL-IP
Initial thinking:
• Intention is to provide an information hub on a neutrally
branded website.
• Supported by sponsors.
• For consumers and small business only.
• For downstream service providers, e.g. directing to
industry points of contact.
• Charity organisations.
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ALL-IP
• Content:
- Information and guidance on what is happening to the
traditional telephone system in the UK.
- Background & explanation.
- Audience(s).

• Next steps:
- Website information under development.
- To be discussed further at BSG All-IP working group
meeting on 7th October.
- All welcome to attend. Please register interest with BSG.
11

BT Update
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All-IP (Voice) technical workshop
Consumer testing
24th September 2019

Digital Services test lab at Adastral Park for Special Services testing
• Test lab has been operating since July 2018
• Up to three dedicated test bays with a range of our new IP
voice products and existing PSTN lines for benchmark testing

• Test utilities include loading, packet loss and packet delay
generators
• Visited by over 40 manufacturers and service providers

• In excess of 60 days of external testing carried out
• Wide range of industries represented including; telecare,
security, amplified / text phones and payment systems

Test lab engagement process designed to support visitors and promote thorough testing

Slot booking
• Provide DV lab
overview and confirm
eligibility for testing
• Estimate slot duration
based on number of
devices
• Allocate test slot(s)

Pre-visit
assessment
• Scheduled for fortnight
prior to slot
• Run through indicative
test schedule
• Confirm details of
devices to be tested

Lab testing
• Baseline PSTN testing
followed by standard
DV line testing
• Optional degradation
testing using loading,
packet loss and packet
delay

Post-visit
assessment
• Gather feedback from
supplier on general lab
experience
• Run through test
results and identify any
follow up issues

Test lab methodology and general observations
Test methodology:
• Suppliers define and execute their own test plans allowing them to draw their own conclusions
• We are listing suppliers that have tested their equipment on our website (subject to their agreement)
• The TSA (the leading telecare industry body) has produced a standardised test pack for their members and have said they will be
publishing the results

General observations:
• Generally Telecare alarms work over the Digital Voice service
• Generally Text phone devices work over the Digital Voice service
• Fax and slow speed data is provided as a best efforts service
• Amplified phones work over the Digital Voice service
• Amplified phones work over the Digital Voice service
• Amplified phones work over the Digital Voice service

In Strict Confidence

© British Telecommunications
plc
29/10/2019

NICC update
All-IP
IP-Routing
Blockchain
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NICC Standards All IP Update:ND1704 (End to End QoS with Performance Calculator)
– Published standard now available from the NICC Site. Work Has been ongoing to include ADSL ,
G-Fast and Mobile access methods. Updated performance calculator reviewed and on track for
publication in November 2019
ND1443 - Security Best Practice Guide over the access technologies
– Has now been formally published and is available from the NICC Website.
SIP Implementers Guide - promoting effective Media handling over the NNI
– An author for the SIP implementers guide has been identified
– Review of current contributions scheduled for the next All IP Task Group on the 26th September
ND1445 - All IP Telephony Industry guidance and Lessons Learnt
– Guidance had been collated and the document produced and reviewed at the last Task Group.
– Task Group approval for publication is anticipated at next task group meeting.
NICC Standards Limited
29/10/2019

Industry All IP Event

IP Call Routeing
Martin Simmonds – NICC and TalkTalk

29/10/2019

NICC Standards Limited

Today’s Landscape
● Operators are currently migrating or have already migrated to an all-IP
network infrastructure
● Currently, calls are routed either according to the leading digits of the
dialled number, or in some cases – notably calls to ported numbers –
based on inserted prefix digits (known as porting codes)
● Calls to ported numbers are routed via the original number range holder –
which is inefficient
● Legacy porting processes will struggle to cope with the mass migration of
numbers to IP
– Residential Forecast Orders - Currently 180k/mth growing to 1M/mth by 2023
– Business

Forecast Orders - Currently 15k/mth growing to 50k/mth by 2023

● Ofcom are considering the introduction of a common numbering database
(which will solve everything!)

29/10/2019

NICC Standards Limited

IP Routeing Task Group
The IP Routeing Task Group was created to write a report which will review
(considering the adoption of IP technology) the following questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Should a common numbering database be adopted for call routeing?
What should the “key” for future routeing be? (e.g. use of prefixes, use of
internet domains/addresses, IP addresses)
How will number portability be implemented?
Should interconnection remain a bilateral exercise, or should there be alternate
measures such as public peering points? If so, what standards are needed?
Should the near/far-end handover paradigm persist for different traffic types?

Requirements came from the Executive Number Porting Steering Group, run by the
OTA: (Office of the Telecommunications Adjudicator) for:
“a strategic solution which should be optimised to cater for an All IP landscape first and foremost
whilst incorporating the capability (i.e. the hooks) to manage the porting demands which will
continue to arise in a hybrid TDM/IP world until 2025”

29/10/2019

NICC Standards Limited

Progress to date…
1.

There should be a single numbering database

2.

The ‘key’ for routeing is expected to be Carrier Identity Code (CIC), as defined in
RFC4694

3.

Number Portability will evolve to be faster and easier, where individual numbers
are reassigned by provisioning to the single numbering database (with fallback to
the old process for non-IP routeing capable networks)

4.
5.

Peering points already exist, but through bi-lateral arrangement!
Near end/ far end routeing depends on NMR output, and whether there can be
a flat rate for all Geo termination

We are continuing to develop the report and seek industry views and input to the task
group

29/10/2019

NICC Standards Limited

Blockchain Updates
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UK Number Managed Project update
•

The project is ready to start rolling out the Blockchain/DLT network.
•
•
•

•

Node and network establishment.
Upgrades to the nodes and smart contracts.
Portal installation

Initial deployment will not support multi-tenant nodes
•

Currently testing solutions for multi-tenant nodes, expected completion this week

•

We are working to finish off the documentation for APIs, Design and deployment.

•

Portal will be in finial testing next week, then moving towards a continues development approach
to add new features (multi-port, Network Provider to retail provider agreement on routing details).

•

There is no validation built into the process at this time, this is for industry to define and feedback.

Jean Downey (Head of Digital and Creative Services) and Verity Pillinger-Cork
•

(Digital Manager)
The platform Hyperledger
Fabric has moved to 1.4 long term support, we are exploring how to
unlock the new features.
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Timeline and testing
September

October

Finish Build
and Test
The portal is not a
production portal

November

December

January

Continues Development and fixes
Portal
Ready
Members free to test and provide feedback,
volumetric and performance testing
NodeJS

Documentation is being released by the NICC, platform will have user guides
Data Build

Ranges
Members

100

1000

10,000

260

59,422 28,309

Total

Total
Numbers

87,7991

342,538,000
Blockchain Node
Technology stack

6593 RIDs and CPuIDs
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OTA2
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All IP – Migrations Testing Programme
©OTA2

Ofcom ‘ask’
• ‘To work with industry to ensure that End User migration scenarios are adequately
tested as part of the overall “All IP” programme.
• To scope out a plan and to contact relevant CPs to organise agreed outcomes and
timescales
• Tests to be completed successfully well before consumer demand starts to rampup.’
Programme Scope
• Change of CP only (from Analogue to VOIP-based phone service)
• Intra-Openreach migrations
• Inter-Openreach/Virgin Media migrations
Test Criteria
• Consumer Protection (i.e. Cancel Other works, Min 10WD window, NoT, etc)
• Minimal Service Disruption (i.e. Broadband downtime, Dial tone)
• Successful Number port (i.e. Inbound calls)
• Special service restoration process (i.e for extra vulnerable consumers)

© OTA2

29 October 2019

Phase 1 – Supply Chain Model

©OTA2

Phase 1 – Progress update – Sept’19
• Buddy Group testing actively underway between; • BT Consumer & Sky – 70% complete
• BT Business & TalkTalk – 30% complete
• BT Consumer & Virgin Media – 30% complete
• Number port issues have been encountered requiring fixes before
re-starting tests
• Establishing test lines with different range holder numbers proving
difficult to organise.
• Some CPs not yet ready to commence testing.
• Overall slow progress but programme proving it’s worth.

OR
VirginMedia
(NP Only)
BTW

Vodafone
TalkTalk

BT
Consumer

Sky

Consumers

BT
Business

Consumers
Phase 2 – Supply Chain Model (indicative view only)

Phase 2
• Initial Prep discussions underway
• Participants – BTW, OLO, & 2 Resellers
• Focus on Business Market number ports
• Validate porting process for DDI to Hosted VOIPbased services

OR

VirginMedia
(NP Only)

BTW
OLO (W)

OLO (W)

Zen
Vodafone(R)

© OTA2

29 October 2019

Sky

TT(R)

Daisy(R)

SSE

BTC

BTB

Plusnet

Telefonica

Openreach
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Upgrading the Access
Network:
The withdrawal of WLR
products and the transition
to IP Voice services
Phil Laws
Head of WLR withdrawal programme
Openreach
September 2019

Trials: locations
FTTP Exchange Upgrade trial: Salisbury, Wiltshire
•
•
•
•
•
•

Single exchange area
20.5k residential premises
1.5k business premises
WLR 13k lines/channels
MPF 5.6k
SMPF 3.4k

•
•

First fibre city with contiguous FTTP
provision
FTTP build well underway

Single Order Exchange Upgrade trial: Mildenhall, Suffolk
•
•
•
•
•

7.5k residential premises
750 business premises
WLR 6k lines/channels
MPF 3.5k
SMPF 850
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Trials: Consultation summary
• We ran an Industry consultation for two trials from 17 June – 7 August 2019
• We had 6 respondents who together account for >90% of our end customer base
• Good support received for the selection of trial locations, governance, success criteria and
the need to focus on vulnerable customers & CNI organisations
• Feedback centred around 9 key themes:
• FTTP build and building
beyond the 75%

• Commercials

• Customer Experience and
Migrations

• CP readiness and stop sell

• Communications

• Meeting business end customer
needs

• Product Enablers

• Management information

• Regulatory and Contractual
enablers

33

Trial Timeline
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Governance and next steps
• Openreach has been actively involved in industry working groups, co-chaired by the Office of the
Telecommunications Adjudicator (OTA)

• Information on the Openreach Portal is now available: consultations, briefings, meeting notes, stop
sell matrix
• Openreach is setting up a programme team to manage the ‘Customer Migrations Programme’
•

We are also running industry roadshows:
• London
17 Sept
• Liverpool
18 Sept
• Edinburgh
26 Sept

•

Next industry working group 6 November 2019

•

Trials to be formally set up with communications for local awareness

•

Openreach will provide CPs with their lines inventory data for the trial exchanges
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SOGEA Update
2019

2020

Q4 18/19

Pre

J

Q1 19/20

F

M

A

Q2 19/20

M

J

J

Q3 19/20

A

S

N

O

D

J

EMD

SOGEA Pilot

Openreach
Launch Plan

Q4 19/20

Q1 20/21

F

M

A

M

J

Launch

National
Pilot
Developments complete R4250

Additional non-happy path journeys + ECC functionality

Launch

SOGEA New Line Provide Pilot

Plans and Commercials

• We have further tested additional order journeys but still require more volume on CP-CP migrations and other
journeys highlighted.
• We completed governance and notified on 21st August our intention to move into EMD 18th September.
Commercials now published on Openreach product price list.
• We wish to speak further with CPs on the scope of Standard Managed Install to ensure it meets your needs
• We will continue to develop our New Line Provide journeys to cover edge case scenarios through the year.
Developments may stretch beyond the current forward view, currently completing in Jan R4250 as some aspects
are proving more challenging than anticipated.

Provide to SOGEA from Stopped WLR & ADSL
Reversion from Stopped + Working SOGEA to WLR+SMPF
Reversion from Stopped + Working SOGEA to MPF
Cancel Reverse Migration Up to PONR
Amend In Flight Cease - Customer Appointed Date

Trial/Pilot Volumes
•

Order Journeys requiring focus and volume testing
CP-CP migrations to SOGEA from WLR, Cable
CP–CP migration from stopped / working MPF

Working system size is now 13,089 with orders already taken to grow to ~15k and exponential growth expected in
the period Sept – Dec 2019.

Amend In Flight Reversion (Appointments Only)
Expedite at Point Of Sale + Inflight
Modify Care Level

SoRs
• SoR 8495 and SoR 8501 – Special Service Restoration
• We have successfully moved the operational team to Belfast to colocated with our welfare team. We are
organising further CP tests and invite CPs to try the SSR processes.
In Commercial Confidence
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The contents of this pack cannot be copied or reproduced in whole
or in part without the written consent of Openreach.
© British Telecommunications plc
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Round table Members’ updates
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AOB
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Thank you
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